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By Sgt. GEORG N. MEYERS

YANK Staff Writer

Niagara Falls, N. Y.—The first time you see

a jet-propelled plane in the air, it's like

seeing a man walking down the street with

no head. It's the propellers that do it. They

aren't there.

Instead, you see a sweet twin-engined fighter

job that looks like a cross between the P-63

Kingcobra and the A-20 Havoc, only where the

props ought to be are a couple of dark openings,

like portholes. Under the wings, hanging like

jowls from the fuselage, the engine nacelles taper

to an open nozzle. This is the jet, the dingus that

is making airplanes fly faster and higher than

anybody ever flew before.

After your first surprise, this plane is im-

pressive but not spectacular to watch in flight.

It doesn't look like something that tumbled out

of Mars, as a lot of us might have expected; it

looks like it came right off an airframe assembly

line. On the basis of performance by conventional

aircraft,* however, the JP is spectacular. Army

and Navy pilots who have flown it lick their lips

and tremble with hankering to fly the JP.

The JP isn't a laboratory gimcrack anymore.

In fact, the "X"—meaning Experimental Model—

has already been chopped off the designation of

Bell Aircraft Corporation's XP-59 Airacomet,

which I came here to see.
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On the ground, the P-59, which is a fighter-

trainer, seems to be trying to stand on its nose.

That's because the absence of propellers lets it

squat so low, plus the fact that, from the trailing

edge of the wings, the fuselage angles high into

an upswept tail-do. The tail assembly has to be

higher than the path of the jet exhaust to keep

it from catching fire.

The P-59's laminar-flow type wings have a span

about three feet less than the P-38's. Just off the

assembly line, the ship weighs a little over five tons.

For months the Airacomet was test-hopped at

an unrevealed field in the Muroc dry-lakes section

of eastern California, the same place I used to go

Sundays years ago to watch high-school speed

demons race against each other in hopped-up

Fords and Chevies. Since the recent disclosure

that the British have flown a type of jet-propelled

fighter against the robot bombs and that the U. S.

was "experimenting" with JP, people around

Buffalo and Niagara Falls have seen the P-59 in

the air regularly, usually with Alvin M. (Tex)

Johnston at the controls.

Johnston is an Emporia (Kans.) boy whose 14

years of flying include 2Vi years as an Army in-

structor at Hicks and Curtis fields in Texas and

nine months in the old Ferry Command. He is

now Bell Aircraft's assistant chief test pilot and

a champion of jet propulsion for fighter planes.

'"Jet propulsion is the answer to high-velocity,

'high-altitude requirements," says Johnston, and

the history of aerial dogfighting shows that the

plane that flies the highest and fastest is usually

HOW A JET-PROPULSION PLANE ENGINE WORKS

Jet-propulsion is a process of taking in cool air, compressing and

heating it, then ejecting it at high velocity. In the engine shown here,

air is scooped in through a pair of ducts. The rush of air in flight is

enough to push it through guide vanes onto the fan blades of a com-

pressor, called an impeller wheel. By centrifugal force, the whirling

blades compress the air and throw it into a combustion chamber at an

increased temperature. The chamber has two cells. The inner cell

receives fuel from a nozzle like that in an oil-burning furnace. The

outer cell is like a sleeve around the smaller chamber, and there are

small holes permitting the air to pass from the outer to the inner cell.

These are necessary because the air reaches temperatures of more than

2,500 degrees F. in the combustion chamber—too hot for the metal of

a rotating part. Air seeping through the small cylinder brings the tem-

perature down to where it can be handled as it passes at high velocity

to the blades of a turbine wheel, then out through a conical jet'fo give

the plane its propulsive thrust.

Although the air passes first through the compressor wheel, it is

actually the turbine, attached to the same shaft, that provides the

operating force of the engine. The hot expanding air hits the turbine

blades so hard that it turns the shaft, making the compressor revolve

so rapidly that it is continuously sucking in new air.

Since the turbine cannot start without air from the combustion cham-

ber, it is obvious that some starting mechanism is needed. A small

electric motor powered by a 24-volt battery is used. It is geared to the

single shaft and turns it over so fast that within IS seconds the engine

is self-operative. An -over-running clutch automatically disengages the

starter when the engine has reached operating speed, and you con

turn off the starting motor and ignition system.

Only one spark plug is necessary, even though an engine may have

a dozen or more combustion chambers surrounding the shaft in radial

pattern. Each chamber is connected to all others by a slim lead-in, so

that it is like lighting an oven in a gas stove—you light the front

burners, and the flame spreads back of its own accord. Actually most

jet engines will have at least two spark plugs, purely as a safety fac-

tor in case one misses fire.
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Since there is no continuous ignition, there are no electrical dis-

turbances to radio transmission from a jet plane. And because there

is only one moving part in the engine in flight, lubrication is no prob-

lem. You can pick up a JP's oil tank and carry it under one arm.

Matter of fact, the 59 has such a long glide that

most pilots overshoot on their first landing.

"The jet job has good stall characteristics. You

get plenty of warning. She shudders, then falls

off straight ahead without yawing off into a spin.

And when you do want to spin, she handles like a

baby buggy. I've pulled the P-59 out of a five-turn

spin in three quarters of a turn. On accelerated

turns you've got to watch your step, because when

you're hitting anything over 400 mph you climb

to four Gs (four times the pull of gravity at sea

level) in a hurry. You can only take that a few

seconds before you black out."

Although enemy jet planes are reported to

, have flown faster than 500 mph, the top

speed and ceiling of the P-59 are still not re-

vealed. Engineers admit that the jet engines do

not reach operating efficiency under 400 mph,

and Johnston himself has soared past the old

pre-war U. S. altitude record of 43,166 feet. How

far past, he is not permitted to say.

"Even though the cabin is pressurized for

'altitude' (above 20,000 feet)," he says, "you take

along your oxygen mask. When you're at 40,000

feet (real altitude) your cabin altimeter will read

about 20,000 feet—8,000 feet above the point

where you should start taking oxygen."

The jet plane climbs from earth temperatures

into the sub-zero sub-stratosphere at such a ter-

rific rate that, according to Johnston, "you can

hear the metal pop as it contracts from the cold

and see wrinkles in the wing skin." Johnston has

hit 68 below—outside temperature—in test flights.

The jet engine's adaptability to temperature ex-

tremes is one of its most remarkable features.

When you're flying the ship, the only noise you

hear is the roaring rush of air over the wings.

The rotary engine makes very little noise, and

the sound of the jet exhaust bursting in a con-

tinuous stream from the tail nozzle is not audible

inside the cockpit.

On the ground you don't hear the JP until it's

right on top of you. Then it streaks past with a

swoosh like the blast of a giant blowtorch. As

the plane grows smaller in the distance, the noise

becomes a low rumble like an express train a mile

away on a quiet night. There is no sputtering or

crackling as with propeller-driven aircraft.

"One of the strangest feelings comes the first

time you land the 'squirt,'" says Johnston. 'The

landing-gear struts are so short that you keep

coming down and coming down, until it feels like

you're landing in a hole in the ground."

Because it's so hard to hear the plane until it's

within easy machine-gun range, JPs of the future

should make excellent strafing craft. Also, after

complete combustion is reached in the engine,

the jet exhaust leaves no visible trail of flame

after dark, making planes like the P-59 good for

night fighting and hit-run bombing.

Two things bother you right away when you

see a JP take off. You wonder what keeps the
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nacelle openings from swallowing up passing

birds, and you worry about what would happen

to a ground-crewman if he walked close to the

fuselage behind the jet nozzle. The bird problem

has been taken care of; there's a wire "bird-

eliminator" screen over the actual air intakes in-

side the cowling. But anybody who strays within

20 feet behind the jet when the engine is turning

up would probably look like he'd tangled with a

flame thrower. At any distance beyond 20 feet, the

jet exhaust might knock you for a loop, but you

probably wouldn't get badly burned.

Although we are just now able to talk freely

i about the existence of an American jet-pro-

pelled aircraft, U. S. military and industrial engi-

neers actually started work on JP before Pearl

Harbor. Our experiments were conducted with

great secrecy. As long ago as August 1941 the

word went around that Germany was developing

an aircraft that would use an engine with a tur-

bine-driven propeller. Allied pilots report that

they have seen at least two types of German pro-

peller less Heisslufutrahltriebwerke ("hot - air

ray-drive works") over the Western Front. One

looked like the ME-110, but the other was a

broad-winged bat-shaped thing with no tail.

Nothing has been heard of Italy's jet plane since

it was publicized following a 168-mile flight from

Rome to Milan six days before Pearl Harbor.

In recent months, the U. S. Navy's Avenger—

the ship that seagoing flyers call the world's best

carrier-based torpedo plane—has used four 330-

hp jet units for take-off assist and gets into the

air in less than half the normal run. But the

Avenger is not powered solely by jet-propulsion.

Our own jet progress depended on the develop-

Another Winter

IT. GEN. MARK W. CLARK SIZES UP THE TOUGH JOB IN ITALY.

By Sgt. J. DENTON SCOTT

YANK Staff Correspondent

With the Fifth Army in Italy—When Lt.

Gen. Mark W. Clark hears Italy called the

"Forgotten Front," he gets mad. It's a

cinch, he says, that the Germans haven't forgotten

the Italian front.

The former Fifth Army commander, recently

promoted to commander in chief of the Allied

Armies in Italy, says: "I dislike heartily that

expression they're using about' this front over

here. As long as the Fifth and Eighth Armies are

keeping German'divisions in Italy off Gen. Eisen-

hower, we're shortening the war."

For tall and quiet-spoken Gen. Clark and for

thousands of men under him in the Fifth and

Eighth Armies, this is the second war winter in

Italy. He was named commander of the Fifth when

it was activated in January 1943. He came ashore

with the Fifth at Salerno the following Septem-

ber and made the Anzio landing in March 1944.

In May-June of last year, when they surged

north to take Rome, the Allied armies in Italy

had a brief, unaccustomed taste of fast-moving

war. Most other times the men of the Allied com-

mand — who have included French, Moroccans,

Poles, Greeks, Canadians, New Zealanders, Bra-

zilians and Swazis as well as English and Amer-

icans — have fought a slow, heart-breaking and

back-breaking campaign of mountains and mud.

In the process they have conquered most of Italy
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and moved up into the peaks that guard the

Valley of the Po, but the weather and terrain

they grapple with this winter seem about the

same as the weather and terrain that punished

them a year ago. Italy is the only spot in Europe

in which the Western Allies have had to fight a

land campaign for two winters straight.

It was cold outside the green plywood hut,

about the size of four or five wall tents, which

Gen. Clark makes his headquarters when on the

Fifth Army front. Inside, two large logs burned

slowly in a red-brick fireplace. A squat leather

divan stood before the fireplace and on the other

side of the room was a big multicolored map.

Two small wooden chairs, a few rugs and a tele-

phone completed the furnishings.

When he came in. the general had to duck his

head. A small black spaniel preceded him and ran

madly about the hut..The general said he'd had

the dog seven years.

Mark Clark's long face got longer when I

said that generally the GIs feel pretty hopeless

about the stalemate on the Fifth Army front. He

took up a pointer, which he fingered constantly

while he talked, and made small idle, circles on

the map near the Bologna sector. He said:

"I know that it's mighty important that my

men know what they are fighting for. I try to tell

them every chance I get. I want you to tell them

that I think they have accomplished an impossible

job doing what they have in these mountains."

Gen. Clark isn't trying to kid his command that

the second winter in the Apennines will.be

any easier than the first. If anything, he says, this

winter in the Apennines may well be tougher.

The mountains that guard the Valley of the Po
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Yanks at Home Abroad

Good Town, Strasbourg

I

|n Strasbourg—The Marauders moved across

the sky over our heads, and someone in the

jeep remarked that it must have given the

pilots a feeling of frustration to see the road be-

low them so tightly and ideally jammed with an

American convoy.

More than a week after Strasbourg's capture,

all of its roads seemed slow and crowded. The

great drive of Seventh Army men and tanks

through the -Savern Gap into Strasbourg was

being followed by military traffic of all kinds.

There were halts, snarls and involuntary breath-

ing spells for the men in our jeep every half-

hour or so, and we had a chance to take a look

at the country.

Superb farm land opened out on all sides—

cultivated green plains and hills, light brown

and pink farmhouses and wayside wood cruci-

fixes. The local population lined the road to

stare at the motorized army moving past.

It was a clear, crisp afternoon. The cold en-

tered your flesh and stayed there, but the sun

came out to show the low, black mountains with

banks of gray mist lying around their slopes

in the distance. Occasionally we passed wrecked

tanks covered with rust. They looked as if they

had been strafed weeks ago. In the fields were

deep red gulleys and behind them were well-dug

tank traps. Artillery was still zeroed in on the
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road. Even with their backs to the Rhine, the

Germans had prepared themselves and the ter-

rain for long resistance.

We saw no live Nazis this day and only one

dead one, lying alone by an incline in the road.

He was dressed in blue uniform and boots, with

helmet and ammunition piled beside him.

As we approached Strasbourg, the weather

closed in around us and we drove through thick,

white fog and tall black trees. Piles of logs lay

by the road where GIs had cleared away road-

blocks and the trunks of some of the trees in the

„ woods were half chopped through. The Germans

had been preparing these roadblocks almost at

the moment our Army caught up with them.

In Strasbourg we headed for a hotel called the

Blue Cross, which was warm and, well lit and

in good running order. A number of infantry-

men had the same idea and were lined up at the

desk getting rooms. When our turn came, the

desk clerk—a serious round-faced young woman

in a blue dress—took our names, dates of births,

occupations and home towns.

The people of Strasbourg take nothing for j

granted. Their city has changed hands so often

during the last 150 years that they are particular-

ly touchy about their current nationality. We

asked the clerk how to find the home of Rouget

de Lisle, composer of the French national anthem.

"It's Adolph Hitler Platz, isn't it?" we asked.

"You mean Place de la Broglie," she said.

Supper that night at the hotel was substantial

enough—soup, smoked sausage, a large helping

of vegetables and good beer. At a corner table

by herself, a huge old woman, wearing a checked

overcoat and a felt hat jammed down over her

By Sgt. SAUL LEVITT

YANK Staff

With the 90th Division, Huhf.n, Germany

—Far away a rooster crows, but there is

nothing like morning showing anywhere.

A woman comes by, a faint silhouette in front of

the lamplight. Something small and with a small

child's voice brushes by your knee. Everywhere

it is dark, and the darkness is broken only by

sputterings of light from carbide lamps. Through

this underground darkness, half-shapes walk un-

obtrusively and swing wide of you like bats as

you approach.

We are below ground in a big cave inside of

Siesburg Mountain on the west bank of the Saar

River, eight miles northwest of Saarlautern.

About 1,700 German civilians live here. There

are reports of other underground settlements,

one of them said to hold 8,000 people. The cave

dwellers at this place near Saarlautern went

down into the earth from eight little villages

that fit with comfortable age-old snugness into

the Saarland hills. They are people who did not

choose to retreat with the German Army across

the river eastward and farther into Germany.

A platoon under Lt. William C. Gilpin, on routine

reconnaissance, spotted a column of smoke that

seemed to rise out of the hillside and so found

the cave.

You take a deep breath and then plunge into

the darkness. It is a darkness filled with sounds

of life. The dampness rolls like fog. There is

mud underfoot. And you remember London sud-

denly. In London there are still people sleeping

along the platforms of the underground, as they

call the subway. In 1940 it was crowded, smelly
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and dirty on the platforms, but there was light,

at least, and moreover it was a place that was

familiar and made by human hands. But the

darkness of the Saarlautern cave is savage.

Gradually your eyes become adjusted to the

darkness, and as you move into the cave, you

come to some areas that are better lighted. It is

like coming into a theater after the curtain has

risen: here is a kitchen with a pot boiling, a

small girl tugging at her mother's dress. In an-

other corner an old woman lies in bed, and you

are told she will still be there when it is mid-

afternoon by the clock; old people in the cave

stay abed all the time because there is nothing

else for them to do.

The effect at first is of great disorder—of

kitchens, beds, children, animals all mixed up.

Then you find the terrifying order of a com-

munity below the earth. There is a central lane

of mud that might be considered Mam Street,

and there are other lanes of mud that might be

called side streets, and on each side of your ex-

ploring light there are homes—without doors,

windows, floors or plumbing.

This is Franz Von Papen's cave. It belongs to

the one-time chancellor of the Third Reich and

ambassador to Turkey, still busy behind the

scenes in Berlin. He used to live in grand coun-

try-gentleman style at Wallenfanger on the Saar

River shore, about eight miles away. Long ago

this dark underground cave with its seepage

from the river was found suitable for mushroom-

growing. Human labor developed the natural

Hot Time in Belgium

When the Germans launched

their big push in the West, a lot

of GIs who had planned a Paris

holiday found they didn't need

to go traveling for excitement.

By Sgt. ED CUNNINGHAM

YANK Staff Correspondent

With U. S. Forces in Eastern Belgium—

This battered Belgian village, with its nar-

row, rubble-heaped streets and worn,

cold-looking houses and barns is a far cry from

the spaciousness of the Champs Elysees and the

war-forgetting warmth of Paris' swank night

clubs and bars—too damned far for the men of this

infantry regiment who held off on their 48-hour

passes so they could spend part of their Christ-

mas holidays in Paris.

PAOt «

Marshal Karl von Rundstedt's counteroffensive

screwed up that deal, leaving infantry joes with

nothing more than Paris rainchecks redeemable

once the Jerry drive has been rolled back. But the

guys inithis regiment have one consolation. They,

in turn, screwed up a few of Von Rundstedt's holi-

day plans—and they didn't issue him any rain-

checks, either.

According to German prisoners taken since the

counteroffensive started, Von Rundstedt had

promised they would have Aachen and Antwerp

for their Christmas stockings and would spend

New Year's Eve in Paris. The Jerries were head-

ing for New Year's Eve in Paris by way of Bel-

gium. That's where they met up with the Yanks,

who had similar plans for ushering in 1945.

The meeting took place on a hilly road that leads
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down into this Belgian village. B Company of the

1st Battalion started out at 1500 to look over the

town, which was reported to be lightly held by

the Germans. That was a slight understatement.

When the Americans got within half a mile of

the town, they were promptly tied down by Jerry

flakwagons that came out to greet them. Lacking

artillery and tank-destroyer support and armed

only with Mis, light machine guns, flak grenades

and bazookas, B Company was in no spot to start

trading punches. Regimental headquarters was

notified of the situation and urgently requested

to send something to get the German flakwagons

off B Company's tail. Just about that time, some-

body hit on the idea of sending in a previously

captured Jerry half-track, mounting a 77, as a

pinch hitter till our own TDs and artillery arrived.

A hurry call was sent out for five volunteers to

man the German vehicle.

The first guy to stick his neck out was Pfc. Rus-

sell Snow of Burbank, Calif., a regimental clerk.

Snow, who was a clerk in the Los Angeles Board

of Education office before the Army got him, vol-

unteered to drive the half-track although he had

never handled one before. Two members of the

regiment's 57-mm antitank squad—Pfc. Harold

Kelly of Chicago, 111., and Pfc. Harry Koprowski

of Erie, Pa.—offered to work the 77. Pvts. Thomas

R. Holliday of Henderson, Ky., and Buland Hoover

Moving in for the kill on his half-track, Kelly

raked the advancing German infantry with the 77

of Hobbs, N. Mex., two BAR men, volunteered to

cover the driver and the 77 gunners.

After Kelly and Koprowski had been given a

brief orientation on how to operate the 77—they

had never fired one before—Snow drove the half-

track onto the frost-hardened rutted road, and

they went off to relieve the pressure on Company

B. For three hours the Yanks operated their one-

vehicle armored patrol up and down the hilly

road that led into the German-occupied village.

Seven Jerry flakwagons, mounting 20-mm guns,

and several heavy machine guns were deployed

around the edge of the village, well hidden by

thick underbrush and heavy ground fog that re-

duced visibility to 100 or 200 feet. Most of the

time Kelly, who was at the sight; «f the 77, was

firing practically blind, aiming in the direction

the 20-mm and machine-gun tracers were com-

ing from. Once, however, the men on the half-

track saw a column of German infantrymen com-

ing down the road toward positions taken up by

B Company. Moving in for the kill, Kelly raked

their ranks with his 77, forcing them to abandon

the attack. Another time Hoover, the BAR man,

spotted a Jerry machine-gun nest through the

fog and silenced it permanently.

Just before dusk, a blast of a 20-mm hit the

brace of Kelly's gun. He got several pieces of flak

in his lower lip and chin. At that point Snow, the

clerk, started doubling in brass. He maneuvered

his vehicle into position against the tracers com-

ing from the enemy 20-mm or machine gun, then

moved back to take Kelly's place on the 77. A

coaming German half-track got into Snow's sights
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on the crossroads just outside of the village and

went up in flames, and there were two probables

on the machine-gun nests, but Snow couldn't be

certain because of bad visibility. Finally, with his

ammunition almost gone and Kelly in need of

medical attention. Snow turned the captured Nazi

vehicle around and headed back to the CP to re-

sume his regular duties as a regimental clerk.

While Snow and Kelly were running interfer-

ence for them, elements of B Company moved up

for a closer look at the village. A lieutenant lead-

ing a squad on a wide swing around a German

strongpoint was hit by sniper fire, leaving his out-

fit without either an officer or noncom. Cpl. Curtis

Aydelott, S-2 section leader of Clarksville, Term.,

had joined up with the patrol when he became

separated from his own outfit in the battle con-

fusion. So the corporal stepped into the lieu-

tenant's spot. Aydelott's usual duties are not with

a line company; he ordinarily goes only on patrols

or follows after an attack to roll German stiffs for

identification papers, and he went along on this

job to bring back any Jerry prisoners. But instead

he was thrown into a spot where he had to double

as a line noncom.

Ordering a machine gunner to cover .them,

Aydelott and a bazookaman skirted a house on the

edge of the village and flanked a flak wagon parked

there. A GI with a bazooka opened up on the

Jerry vehicle, setting it afire, while Aydelott

sprayed it with a tommy gun. None of the five-

man Nazi crew escaped.

Aydelott's helmet was shot off in the advance

Combat Virgins

Until their Philippine! landing, thaw men of the

96th Infantry Division war* new to combat, but

in the mud of leyte they learned about it quickly

By Sgt. BARRETT McGURN

YANK Staff Correspondent

With the 96th Division at the Jap MLR in

Leyte Valley, the Philippines — We

slumped lower in the slit trench to get

our heads below ground level. We were in an

artillery-liaison hole with the infantry at the Jap

MLR (main line of resistance) for Leyte Valley

in the wooded foothills of the lofty Leyte Range.

In our hole we were talking about how combat

differs from what new men expect. When they

hit the beaches of Leyte, these GIs of the 96th

Division saw action for the first time. The guys in

this trench and at every other spot we visited

along the front and behind the lines agreed that

combat was not the way they had imagined it,

despite all they had studied and heard—at least,

combat with the Japs was not. Their opinion was

about evenly divided as to whether combat was

rougher or easier than they'd thought it would

be, with maybe a slight edge for the easier. We

slouched against the consoling earth in the hole

and talked. The "pow-pow-pfew" of Jap sniper

bullets cracked above us like toy caps.

"It's not as rough as I figured it was going to

be," said Cpl. Hampton E. Honaker of Phoenix,

Ariz. "I don't think the Japs are as good fighters

as they're cracked up to be. As long as you keep

down, they can't hit you. It's just these guys that
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stand up and gawk around that get hit.

"The Japs are definitely fanatical. The third

day they tried to attack a tank with knives. The

tank backed up and mowed 'em down. Another

group tried to pull a walking banzai. They came

right up to our front lines night before last, about

400 yards from here. There were easily 100 Japs.

We got 17 in front of one tommy gun. They were

just walking up, firing an occasional shot and yell-

ing their heads off. We only had three casualties."

"I think a guy's imagination works a hell of a

lot more before he gets into combat than after

he has .been in it," said Cpl. Richard Boeck, an

artillery observation scout from Des Plaines, DL

"I know it was that way with me. I was more

scared three days before I landed than I have

been since. If a man could forget combat until he

got into it, he'd be a lot better off. You imagine

stuff a lot worse than it actually is."

A slice of sky was blotted out over us by heavy

black smoke from a flame thrower.

"One of the things that surprised me," Boeck

went on, "was the use of American equipment by

the Japs. They had RCA radio equipment. Rem-

ington Rand ammunition and a lot of American

Ford V-8 trucks."

"Over here is a Dodge bulldozer," Pfc. Oren

Anderson of Decorah, Iowa, chipped in.

"The Japs had American fountain pens, too,"

said S/Sgt. Paul Cropper, a cook from Hoopes-

ton, 111., who had walked over after the flame

throwing and the sniping stopped. "They even

had Lux toilet soap," he added.

A chaplain came over with an addition for the

list—an American .38 revolver. "They've been

using some of our medical supplies, too," he said.

bunch of monkeys. They get in some trees and

shoot a while, then run."

Sgt. White told of a time when some Japs pre-

tended they were sleeping while he led his pla-

toon through a group of Filipino thatch huts on

a combat patrol. One Jap, however, didn't play

possum. He looked Sgt. White squarely in the eye

when White peered into a hut and cracked the

pin on one of his grenades to arm it for throw-

ing. "I shot him twice and ran," White said. "The

grenade blew his whole arm off."

In that one day, the 38 men with White accounted

for 25 Japs by searching from shack to shack.

But not all the Japs were lacking in bravery.

GIs on this patrol who were getting their first

view of the enemy found some Japs even bolder

than expected, though their daring was the hope-

less sort that achieves nothing but self-destruction.

In the rough fight for Tabontabon, which some

GIs call "Bangbang" for short, one Jap calmly

strode up to an American tank, tossed a light

machine gun on top of it and then began climb-

ing up after the gun as casually as if he were a

GI hitching a ride on a 6x6. He was shot off be-

fore he got a leg up on the top.

Another Jap tried to climb up on an M7 and

chose a remarkable route—up over the mouth of

the gun. The crew was firing by peeking through

the breech so they didn't see him when they let

the next round go. If it had been an HE shell, the

M7 would have blown up. Luckily it was a can-

nister round—62 pounds of steel balls. The Jap

was splattered over an area the size of a football

field. Some men figured the Jap had actually

planned to destroy the M7 by blocking a shell.

I
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Two tired T-4s, Adam Emit and Orvol Enget.

tak* 10 during muddy march to Leyt* front.

but most thought he had been just punch drunk.

Most of our men were surprised to find so many

wild marksmen on the enemy's side. "Everyone's

been shot at 15 or 20 times, but casualties are very

light," said a lieutenant in the 381st Infantry.

"That sniper fire—they told us we wouldn't pay

any attention to it," White said. "We thought we

would anyway, but you get so you don't bother.

If you run. I don't think they can hit you.

"I had always expected that combat would be

a constant battle all the time. Instead we just

get shot at from time to time. Another thing I

noticed was that the Japs won't open up until we

open up ourselves. The noise of our rifles then

drowns out the noise of theirs. Because of their

smokeless powder we can't tell where they are

unless we hear the crack of their rifles, so they

stop shooting when we stop."

Sgt. Raymond E. Jennings of Murphysboro, 111.,

squad leader in a rifle platoon of the 383d Infan-

try, worked out a plan to get Jap snipers. He

studied the way the bullets were coming and fig-

ured out the only possible place from which they

could be shot at that angle. Then he patiently

watched that place. Once, after staring at a tree

for half an hour, he saw a movement and fired.

He knocked down a Jap sniper with his Ml at

200 yards. Another time he saw grass move where

it shouldn't and killed another Jap.

White's reaction to enemy camouflage was not

flattering. "I don't think the Japs are. good on
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Discharged Athletes

Dear Yank:

We would like to know what the hell is going on

at home. Who the hell is running this draft business

—a bunch of bums? On your Sports page I see where

Ray Robinson has been discharged and shortly after-

ward won a two-round knock-out. Dee Williams and

all those other trick-knee artists have also been dis-

charged. We have a man in our company that has a

broken hip and others that are twice as old as Ike

Williams, Ray Robinson and all those other so-called

civilian morale builders. Let's cut this out before

some of us go sour on sports. If they have to do what

they're doing, keep it out of the news. What we don't

know won't itch us.

-Cpl. DONALD JOHNSON*

•Ah* ii«n*d by T-5 fdiitm

■ A new War Department policy says: "Xhe dis-

charge of able-bodied prominent figures to per-

mit them to participate in activities not consid-

ered to be essential to the national health, safety

or interest cannot be justified to the general pub-

lic. While it is not intended to discriminate

against any group . . . , cases involving discharge

of nationally prominent athletes, stage, screen,

radio stars and so forth, which might occasion

criticism of the War Department discharge poli-

cies, will be referred to the War Department for

final examination." In addition James F. Byrnes,

director of the Office of War Mobilization, has

asked Selective Service to review the qualifica-

tions of all professional athletes not now in uni-
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form.-Athletes who have been discharged, as well

as those who have been given deferments, should

be called up for another physical examination, Mr.

Byrnes said.

"Bronze Stars or Better"

Dear Yank:

I'm left wondering by T-5 Larry Nash's suggestion

[in a letter in Mail Call] that only those with "bronze

stars or better" be allowed to Wear a decoration rib-

bon. Would that gentleman require winners of Purple

Hearts, Silver Stars, etc., to repeat the process so he

could rate a bit of fruit salad? -

-T/Sgt. I. E. RIZOR

China Credit

Dear Yank: „, . „ M

After reading your article, "What Its Like for

China GIs," we of the Troop Carrier Squadron

would like to know why ATC is always given credit

for flying the China Theater? In any article written

on China flying, ATC is always given credit

ATC does very little flying in China. Our transport

section is flying all the supplies to advanced bases

in China and doing practically all the evacuating in

China, except when it is out of our hands. On several

instances ATC has come in at the last moment to help

us. thus trying to take all the credit.

ATC flies supplies over the Hump and we fly them

to advanced bases. We fly from sunup to sundown,

but sometimes our planes are grounded for lack of

supplies. If they cannot keep us supplied, they are

just wasting good time. Maybe they would like us to

help them fly the Hump too.

Dear Yank:

"What It's Like for China GIs" was a good article

but it seems to me that you've forgotten the good old

AAA. We not only shoot 'em down but act as Infan-

By Cpl. VERNE O. WILLIAMS

The flight-control sergeant on a heavy bomber

field sees a lot of funny things, but one of

the biggest surprises I ever had came the

night Maj. Jeremiah Cartwright II was flight-

control officer.

When I saw the major's name on the operations

schedule I figured that any guy with a name

like that was a snob. But that' night when we

were sweating that last Liberator in from the

bombing range I sort of changed my mind.

When I came back from Weather, in the other

end of Base Operations, it was about 7 o'clock on

one of those still, late-summer evenings in Kansas.

The major was sitting with his feet propped on

the desk, looking at the Fortresses on the ramp.

'There's a front moving in from the north,"

I said, "and the weather officer says we'll have

gusts of 35 to 50 miles an hour." The major

knew weather, being just back from the Aleu-

tians, and I could tell he didn't like the report.

"Sergeant," he ordered, "call the control tower

and tell them the field is closed until further

notice." I clicked the intercom set and yelled

up to the Wac in the tower. Then the major

wanted to know where all our ships were. He

could have seen the wall-high blackboard with

the missions all chalked out as well as I could,

but he was looking out through the window at

the cloud in the northwest.

First on the board were a couple of B-24s flying

a formation round robin to Kansas City, but

they weren't due in for more than four hours.
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A B-17 was coming in from California, but he

was well behind this local front moving across

Kansas. But there was a Liberator that had left

at 1800, an hour ago, for the badlands gunnery

and bombing range. I called them all off to Maj.

Jeremiah Cartwright II, and he stood there look-

ing cut the window at the blackness creeping

down from the north.

"Ever see a crack-up, sergeant? he asked, still

looking out at the sky above the narrow con-

crete landing strips that ran like white ribbons

across a dark-green carpet.

"Well, sir," I said, "we've had some close ones

since I've been here, but the boys always got

them down in one piece." The major was looking

north at the fading horizon, and I could tell he

was thinking of something maybe a long way off.

"It was tricky up in the islands," he said.

"That's where these fronts begin. Weather offi-

cers can only guess and pilots can only pray.

You'd aim your wheels for the strip of mud we

called a field, and then you'd pray for the wind

to be quiet a couple of seconds while your wheels

skidded onto the mats at 100 miles an hour"

Then the intercom set clicked and I never

heard the rest The Wac's voice came over the

speaker from up in the control tower and I

knew that Flight Control was in for it.

"Ship 1330," she said, "requests permission to

return to the field. One motor out." That was

the Liberator loaded with bombs for the bad

lands practice range. The major had trouble now,

all right. A four-engined bomber can't land on

just any field, and the rest of our Kansas fields

were as closed as we were.

But the major turned to me and said: "Have
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UP AND OUT

Too Toll?

Dear Yank:

I am 6 feet 7 inches tall and I cannot seem to

get placed in any branch or outfit where I fit.

When I was drafted they put down my height

as 6 feet 4 inches, and I have never been able

to get it changed.

I have never been issued any clothing that

comes within inches of fitting. I have bought

all my class A clothes in order to get off the post

on a pass. Since the OD season came on I've been

confined to the post because I do not have a prop-

er-fitting uniform.

Is there any way I can be discharged on ac-

count of my height?

Fort Monmouth, N. J. —(Nam* Withheld)

■J You may be eligible for

of WD Or. No. 370 (1944), which

presently below the physical

for whom

According to paragraph 13 of AM 1-9, men who are over

78 inches in height ore not acceptable for service, that extro

inch may get you out.

standards for induction and

no suitable assignment exists may be discharged.

State Bonuses

Dear Tank:

One of the boys here says that a number of

states are giving returning soldiers $10 for every

month over six months they have spent in the

Army. Can you tell us which states have voted

bonuses for their veterans?

France -S Sat MELVIN RAND

M The only states which have voted cash bonuses for return,
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ing GIs are Vermont and New Hampshire. Both states pay off

on the basis of length of service. The maximum paid by New

Hampshire is $100; by Vermont, $120.

What's Your

Problem?

Letters to this department should bear writer's

full name, serial number and military address.

Maternity Care

Dear Yank:

My wife, an American citizen, is now living

with her parents in Canada. One of the reasons

she is in Canada is that she expects a baby next

spring and prefers being with her folks at that

time. Will she be able to get the maternity bene-

fits under the Emergency Maternity and Infants'

Care Plan while she is there? If so, how does

she apply for this care?

WIUIAM POSTEN

■ Your wife will not be able to get EMIC care while she is

in Canada. Maternity benefits under EMIC are administered

by the individual states and can be granted to a Gl's wife

only if she is in the United

Dear Yank:

I served in the Merchant Marine before joining

the Navy. Now I wonder if I can wear my Mer-

chant Marine ribbons on my Navy uniform with-

out violating regulations. Can I?

FPO, Son Francisco -JAMES R. BENSON S2c

B You can. The November issue of the Information Bulletin

of the Bureau of Personnel, U. S. Navy, states that such rib-

bons may be worn by Navy personnel who earned them while

serving in the Merchant Marine. Army personnel are also

authorized to wear such ribbons, according to WD Or. No.

New Award

Anew service award has

been authorized for

soldiers who participate

in a combat parachute

jump, glider landing or

initial assault on a hostile

shore. The device is a bronze Indian arrowhead

Vi-inch high, to be worn point upward on the

theater-service ribbon. Only one arrowhead may

be worn on any ribbon-

Organization commanders will forward recom-

mendations to the theater commander as soon as

practicable after the action. Eligible individuals

who no longer belong to the organization with

which the award was earned may obtain an ar-

rowhead by submitting an affidavit to their pres-

ent commanding officer.

Returns From Overseas

Between 70,000 and 80,000 soldiers are being

returned from overseas each month on rotation

and temporary leave. The Secretary of War re-

vealed those figures in a reply to U. S. Sen. Guy

Cordon of Oregon who had transmitted a petition

from Oregon requesting return of the 41st Divi-

sion, which has been in the Southwest Pacific

more than two years. The secretary said that

750,000 men have thus been returned home since

Pearl Harbor and that the Army cannot increase

this rate "at least until the defeat of Germany."

New Air Headquarters

A new air headquarters, decentralizing the

command functions of the four Stateside air
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forces and the First Troop Carrier Command, has

been activated at Camp Springs Air Field, 11

miles southeast of Washington, D. C. Known as

Headquarters, Continental Air Forces, the new in-

stallation will be responsible for the air defense

of the U. S.-, for joint air-ground training and

for the training and deployment overseas of com-

bat crews.

Five-Star Insignia

The new insignia for the rank of General of

the Army consists of five silver five-pointed stars,

each star % inch in diam-

eter, with the inner points

touching each other to

form a small pentagon.

Those entitled to wear the

new insignia are Gen.

George C. Marshall, chief

of staff; Gen. Douglas Mac-

Arthur, Far East forces

commander; Gen. H. H.

Arnold, Air Forces Com-

mander, and Gen. Dwight

D. Eisenhower, supreme

commander of the Allied

forces in Europe.

A five-star flag and an

extra sleeve stripe have

■rj p»r TMtl been authorized for the

^^Kk-fl S^Hl// new rank of Admiral of

the Fleet. Admirals pro-

moted to the new rank

are Ernest J. King, com-

mander in chief of the

fleet and chief of naval

operations; Chester W.

CAMP NEWS

It's More Blessed To Give, etc.

Camp Wolters, Tex.—Let's call him Harry. He's

training here to become a member of an anti-

tank-gun crew, and his name isn't as important

as the fact that he had the Christmas spirit.

Harry's worry was that he didn't have the

money to buy his wife a Christmas present. To

correct the situation, he participated in unmen-

tionable games of chance in dark corners of un-

mentionable spots in Texas, but invariably he

lost. His credit at the pawn shop in nearby Mineral

Wells was exhausted. He was desperate.

Then one day at mail call he got a printed slip

that sent him hurrying to the post office for a

Christmas package from home. It was wrapped

prettily and the marks of his wife's lips firmly

imprinted on the seal touched him greatly. He

finally forced himself to open the package. It was

a carton of cigarettes—his favorite brand, Luckies.

To his rescue came the amazing Christmas

sprite who solves all GI problems. This gremlin

whispered into Harry's ear, and Harry leaped up

and dashed to the PX. "Exchange these Luckies

for a carton of Camels, and wrap it as a gift," he

told the clerk. "My wife likes Camels."

-Cpl. HERBERT H. BRIN

Literal Minded Army

Stockton Field, Calif.—S/Sgt. Bert Rosenthal,

former headquarters supply clerk, was doing all

right here until he collaborated with a Stockton

civilian, Oscar Kahn, on a Stockton Field song,

"Let's Get Goin', Men." The song was introduced

at the war orientation classes and two weeks

later, after 3 Vfe years at this field, Rosenthal

was on his way to a new station in Texas.
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"It looks as if I prompted my own shipping

orders when I named the field song," said Rosen-

thal before he left.

Shot Heard Round the World

Lee, Va.—Cpl. Earl McWhorter, a 27-

year-oid ex-farmer from Derby, Ohio, thinks he

might have fired the first shot of the North

African invasion.

McWhorter was down in the hold of a troop-

ship off Algiers, awaiting H-Hour at 0100. Ten-

sion was high, and he and his buddies checked

and rechecked their weapons, glancing every few

seconds at their watches. The minute hand on

his watch had just reached 0100 when McWhor-

ter's pistol went off.

"It was an accident," he says. "I had yanked

back the pistol slide to check it, and had unwit-

tingly slid a bullet into the chamber. When I

pulled the trigger, boom! The bullet hit the ceil-

ing and ricocheted around the hold of the ship.

Boy, it scared hell out of me and my buddies."

McWhorter's CO rushed down to the men.

"What happened?" he demanded. When an ex-

planation was "given he grinned and said: "I guess

you've fired the first shot of the invasion."

The shot, according to McWhorter, broke the

tension. "After the first scare," he says, "the guys

all laughed. A few minutes later we were

heading for the shore."

Power of the Press

Finney General Hospital, Ga.—One night at the

post theater. Pvt. Bill Fox, editor of the Finney

Findings, slipped out his lower plate, the way

Drew Field, Flo.—Pfc. Thomas Colly of the

supply room of Squadron A of the 327th AAF

BU has a pet mongrel dog named Butch who

goes right under the spray with him when he

takes a shower. Butch has liked showers since

the day he wandered into the showerroom with

Colly by mistake. Now whenever Colly heads for

the showers with his bath towel on his arm,

Butch trots right along. -s/s*. charles a. DREES

Stark General Hospital, S.C.—T-5 Marvin J.

Hershey has the distinction of operating the

replacement system in reverse. Hershey was as-

signed to the Receiving and Evacuation Depart-

ment here to replace CpL Helen E. Michlb, a Wac

now serving Uncle Sam's forces in the Pacific.

Field, Fla—M/Sgt John A. Dolan of the

Ordnance property office had to pull KP the

other day, but he didn't feel he should complain.

It was the first time in 25 years that he had

drawn that detail. To quote the sarge: "The first

four of my 29 years in the Army I pulled KP

on the average of once a week, and I believe

banked up enough tfme with pots and pans to

last until now."

Camp Blanding, Fla.—The arrival of a flock of

young recruits of 18 to 20 at the Infantry Re-

placement Center has resulted in an increased

demand for "love stuff," according to Esther

Cathy, the librarian at Service Club No. 2. One lad,

according to Miss Cathy, hasn't discovered that

he can take the books out and spends most of his

free time in the library reading volumes on how

to win girls and what makes a happy marriage.

Sheppard Field, Tex.—GIs in the shipping section

here think they have seen everything in names.

An incoming chaplain's assistant was found to be
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a Pvt. Vice. A man missing from a shipment

because he didn't have a pair of shoes was named

Barefoot. To top things off, the guard of a

corpse being brought from overseas was named

Posthumus.

USNAS, Ottumwa, Iowa—The Skyerettes, WAVES

basketball team of this Naval Air Station, have

branched into civilian competition. A challenge

has been issued by the team to all girl's high-

school teams within a 100-mile radius.

Fort Bragg, N. C—Pvt. John W. Murray felt

right at home when he. arrived here. His home

town is Fort Bragg, Calif.

CPL. KILUOY GIVES AN ORDER

Fort Sill, Ohio.—The lights went out*in Service

Club No. 6 during the Tuesday-night dance

and before the last shriek of the girls had echoed

through the place, a guard shouted, "Everyone

our! There are no lights in here!"

With a flashlight and the help of many scat-

tered matches, hostess Ramona Carl finally found

the guard who had made that profound declara-

tion.

"Who ordered everyone out?" asked Miss Carl.

"I'm just using my head," answered the guard.

"Boys and girls shouldn't be in the

in the dark."

Gl PORTRAITS. The one on the right, of Winston Churchill, won its painter, Cpl. Edward M. Stallman of

Long Beach, N. Y., first prize in a recent art competition at Camp Gruber, Okla Cpl. Stallman is an art student

whose studies were interrupted by the war. Roosevelt portrait is another example of Stallman's techn

Gl LOVE STORY

Fart Bragg, N. C—When the platoon fell out,

two men dropped their carbines in the battery
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Deanna Durbin

YANK

0< n ■ up Sid

AT ANZIO

I saw him die.

I saw the life blood «bb away.

The healthy cheeks a deathly pallor take,

And o'er those virile limbs

The final palsy spread:

I saw him die.

But hold! I see him live

In kindred spirits past, the young and clean.

In age-long battle with the form obscene

Of hate and fear and greed

And shackled man and fettered mind.

His victory is not far behind.

I see him live.

ODE TO A TROUBLED FRIEND

My friend, I feel that you exaggerate

When you would have us think that perverse fate

Retains such interest in your rise and fall.

For you are not the first nor yet the last

To sit'in anguish on this bouncing ball

We call the earth, and curse the past

And equally condemn the future. You

Are unoriginal and sometimes trite.

You wear your troubles like a suit clothes,

Well tailored but perhaps a little loud,

Planned to attract the attention of the crowd.

Newfoundland -Pvt LAUCIAT LANE

Brrlith Forces in Italy

-ft*. FREDERICK MNSWOOD

SEA SHELLS

I walk along the shining windswept beach

And see the vaulted blueness of the sky,

The rippled dunes of sand, the stones and shells,
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And hear the marching waves, the sea gull's cry.

We once walked here together hand in hand

With flying tangled hair and foam-clad feet.

Our pockets filled with shells, our throats with

song;

The gods were good to us and life was sweet.

The long white waves still thunder on the shore

And on the wind above the same gulls glide.

The sky is still that singing blue. I turn

And half expect to find you at my side.

You walk with death across the land and sea

But you will hear the waves again wjth me.

fort Monroe. Vo. -Pvt. JANE MURRAY

V. The Brother Who fought in Spain

This is France.

This is the war.

This is the three thousand miles away

From the ancient piano playing down in the parlor

And the naked bulb burning against

The flowered wallpaper upstairs;

From the sad Negro in the lobby

Of the little hotel on D Street,

Reading a detective magazine;

From the gunfire late at night

And the corpses in the gutter the next day,

The crowd watching;

From the rasp-voiced drunks sitting at the corner

table

Waiting for somebody to start a fight;

From the beer spilling on the bar

Staining the sleeve of your coat;

From the two big truck drivers going outside

"To settle it";

From the painted women with twitching lips

And the dead-panned small-timers

With ice picks in their pockets'. -

The Soldier Speaks

Telephone. Personnel sergeant major's office;

Cpl. Higley, assistant to the chief clerk speak-

ing, sir. To whom did you wish to speak, sir?

Whom? Oh, he's not in right at the moment; no,

sir. Yes, sir? Well, I'm not sure. It's a little out

of the ordinary if I may say so, sir. However, I've

been known to do a favor here and there, even

when it means taking chances. Built a sort of

reputation. Of course I don't want to promise

right out, sir. Maybe off the record. If the major

should come in, whom shall I say called?

Who? Look, fellow, where in God's name do

you think you are? You could get in plenty

trouble calling up asking for something like that.

Blow it out my what? Look, you're talking to a

corporal, not to a goddam private. Maybe you'd

like to pull KP for a week. How would you go for

that? One word to the right person, and you'll be

on pots and pans. Don't go calling up this office

for stuff like that, get it? We got work to do.

You're damn-right, doc. Remember what I said.

Pott Bowling League. What do you mean, I should

have shot for one? Shooting for one when I might

have made the split? Is that fighting spirit? Sure,

nine pins is better than eight, but a spare is bet-

ter than nine, too, isn't it? I've made those splits

right and left just fooling around. The alley is a

little slick tonight; I haven't got used to it Pretty

soon I'll be knocking off those shots right and left,

unless you want me to try for nine every time. It

won't matter much, just bring down my average

and maybe cost the team a game or maybe a
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series. Imagine in combat, a guy has a chance to

get two and he settles for one. Whatever you say.

Rug Fan. Oh, will you listen to that band! That

in but solid, but root in the message. To play a

'piano like that! And catch that oboe, will you?

For a recording of the piece they're playing! Turn

it up a little, hey? Maybe while you're standing

you can tune it in clearer. And reach me one of

those cigarettes, hey? Not your last one, is it?

Never take a man's last cigarette. That's a socko

radio you've got there. A marvel. What are you

planning for tomorrow night, friend? I'm on CQ.

If you're going to a show, it wouldn't hurt if I

took-it into the orderly room, I guess. It's a super

piece of box. Man, man, dig yourself into that

trumpet. Certainly hate to see you turn it off.

Bar Flying. Look at the collar, Jack. No brass up

there, is there? Nothing on the sleeves, either. A

private, that's me. A lousy yardbird, but let me

tell you something. You see those cadets over

there? Glamor boys. Cream of the crop. You, too

—you know. Answer the call! Sure as hell. I was

one of those boys. Got the surge of patriotism

and enlisted. Perfect shape, see? I wanted wings.

I'd have got them, too, only this is what hap-

pened. Sure, give me a refill. Don't worry about

me. All day and all night, and I can't get drunk

if I want to.

Well, I was about 5,000-feet up, see? Good

record, good flyer. Then it happened. This filthy

bee, what it was doing up there I don't know.

Must have been in the plane when I took off. The

son of a bitch stung me. Kidding? Hell, no, I'm

not kidding. The filthy thing stung me, and I like

to went nuts up there. For a bee. A son of a bee.

How about that? Not bad. Son of a bee. Sure as

Horse racing had a colossal season before the Government cracked down. This is Belmont Park, N. Y.

The 4-F Athlete Takes Another Physical

AT the invitation of Mr. James F. Byrnes.

War Mobilization Director, the induc-

'tion medical authorities are getting a

closer look at some of the nation's most fa-

mous trick knees, busted eardrums and bad

backs. Mr. Byrnes, who knows a gifted mus-

cle when he sees one, said he had never been

able to understand how an athlete could be

unacceptable to the armed forces and still

be able to compete in games that place such

a high premium on physical fitness. He re-

quested that these 4-Fers be recalled and

re-examined.

To prove he wasn't picking on anyone in

particular. Mr. Byrnes also cracked down on

the race horse, the race track and everything

connected with a $2 mutuel ticket. He or-

dered all the horse parks to close down and

told the jockeys, ticket sellers, bookies and

bettors to get into some sort of war work and

relieve the manpower shortage. This fade-out

of the photo finish came without warning, but

there was real cause: in alarming numbers

war workers had been deserting their ma-

chines to watch the horses run.

It would take a pure Nostradamus to tell

you what the future now holds for wartime

SPORTS SERVICE RECORD

The touring baseball stars, Mel Ott, Frankie

Frisch, Dutch Leonard and Bucky Walters were

entertaining First Army GIs in Belgium when

the great German counteroffensive started. . . .

Writing from Greenland. Cpl. Hank Soar, the ex-

pro football Giant, told coach Steve Owen: "I
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knew we could beat Washington because all we

have to do with them is walk out on the field

against them and they're licked.". . . Capt. Hank

Greenberg, recently returned from China, will

ship out again to another theater. . . . Lt. Col. Tom

Riggs, captain of the 1940 Illinois football team,

delayed the German armored drive into St. Vith,

Belgium, by setting up a roadblock outside of

town and then hitting the foe with all the. fire-

power he could muster from 10 antitank *guns.

. . . Lt. (jg) Joe Beggs, late of the Cincinnati Reds,

is commanding a gun crew aboard a merchant

ship. . . . Jimmy Wilson's son, Lt. Tom Wilson, is

sports. Mr. Byrnes' crack-down on racing

was a stunning blow to sports but not a fatal

one. It was the Byrnes riot act against the

two-legged athlete that sounded something

akin to a death knell. If, as Mr. Byrnes pro-

poses, all the 4-F operatives are whisked

away, it might prove bad all around.

Let us run briefly over the line-up and see

how each sport would be affected:

Baseball will try to operate regardless of

what happens or what's left. It could lose its

4-Fs and still not be completely licked. Club

owners will press into service infant prodi-

gies, Latin-American athletes, over-age men

or anything that remotely resembles a ball

player. They found out last year that you

don't have to give the customers major-

league baseball to pack the stands.

Pro Football, which depends entirely on

4-Fers and discharged servicemen, probably

"OH, WE RAN INTO SOME OPPOSITION.'

—Pvt. Thomas Flonnery

YAH K

-Pfe. Anthony Delatri

-Pfc. Joseph Kramer

PLAY IT DOUBLE

1. Send Me YANK

2. Send YANK Home

YANK will follow you wherever

you go with strictly Gl news and

views from around the globe.

Mail yourself a copy at home.

Have the home folks save it for

you till the shooting's over.
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I'M JUST NOT HAPPY HERE.'
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-Pfc. Frank Dorsay
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